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Final Project Report
- Due Saturday, March 14 at 11:59 PM PST

- 1 late day: Sunday, March 15 at 11:59 PM PST
- 2 late days: Monday, March 16 at 11:59 PM PST
- 3 late days: Tuesday, March 17 at 4:30 PM PST

Final Project Poster
- Zoom 3-minute poster presentations with 2 TAs and a cohort of ~14 

other teams
- Monday, March 16 at 5PM - 7PM PST
- Monday, March 16 at 7.30PM - 9:30PM PST
- Tuesday, March 17 at 9AM - 11AM PST

- Fill out the form on Piazza with your time preferences

Course Logistics
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Lecture 20: Analysis and Interpretability of Neural NLP

1. Motivation: what are our models doing? (10 mins)
2. Neural networks as linguistic test subjects (10 mins)
3. Careful ablation studies and architecture modifications (5 mins)
4. Analysis of inherently interpretable architectures (5 mins)
5. Playing the adversary: breaking NLP models (5 mins)
6. Analyzing representations using supervised methods (35 mins)
7. Aggregating analysis insights across studies (10 mins)

Lecture Outline
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Motivation: what are our models doing?

x y

Your
Assignment 4

Machine 
Translation
System

Fig 1: A black box

It is not clear what functions our algorithms learn, and their complexity 
precludes exact understanding
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Motivation: how do we make models better?

x y

black box functions

[Reddit; source unknown] [xkcd.com]
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Motivation: how do we make models better?
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black box functions
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What we’ve seen: simple analyses of 
word2vec

cat
kitty

guitar

Sacramento

California

Harrisburg

Pennsylvania

We interpret cosine similarity 
as semantic similarity

Some relationships are encoded 
as vector differences

Bold type: Math property

Italic type: interpretation

Knowing what properties word embeddings have: useful for practitioners!
Knowing that word embeddings encode undesirable social biases: useful 
for everyone!
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It’s wild that any of our models work at all
- Their behavior is an emergent property of data and our design decisions
- Accuracy on a held out test set is not sufficient to fully characterize them

Neural networks are worthy subjects of study

Machine Translation Language Modeling Question Answering
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Neural networks as linguistic test subjects
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Resulting theory: English present-tense verbs agree in number with their 
subject.

Neural networks as linguistic test subjects

How do we understand language behavior in humans?
One method: minimal pairs. What sounds “okay” to a speaker?

The chef who made the pizzas is     ← 
“Acceptable”*The chef who made the pizzas are ← “Unacceptable”

Title inspiration from [Futrell et al., 2019]

Humans
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Idea: English present-tense verbs agree in number with their subject.

Neural networks as linguistic test subjects

How do we understand language behavior in humans?
One method: minimal pairs. What sounds “okay” to a speaker?

The chef who made the pizzas is     ← “Acceptable”
*The chef who made the pizzas are ← “Unacceptable”

Humans
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Premise: A language model should assign higher probability to the 
acceptable sentence in any minimal pair. 

The chef who made the pizzas is     

Neural networks as linguistic test subjects

How do we understand language behavior in language models?
One method: minimal pairs. Is the acceptable sentence higher-probability?

The chef who made the pizzas are

Language 
Model

0.0001

Language 
Model

0.00000001>

Linzen et al., 2016
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Neural networks as linguistic test subjects

Steps to conduct a minimal pairs test on a language model:
1. Gather or construct a test set of minimal pairs which require specific 

aspects of understanding to distinguish.
2. Run your language model on the pairs, and report percent of pairs the 

model predicts as desired.

✓

✓

✗

✓

75%
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Neural networks as linguistic test subjects

Example: Do LMs show Subject-Verb number agreement across attractors?

The chef who made the pizzas and talked to the customers is
subject attractor attractor verb

# of attractors between 
subject and verb

Error rate on a large 
corpus of minimal pairs

LMs do really well!?

[Kuncoro et al., 2018]
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Neural networks as linguistic test subjects

Method: Modify the test set to remove long contexts, or replace them with 
longer words. Evaluate whether the LM perplexity changes.

[Khandelwal et al., 2018]

Only giving the LM 10 words of 
context at test time makes the test 
error go up.

Only giving the LM 250 words of 
context doesn’t change its loss, so 
it’s not using contexts longer than 
250 words much.
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Neural networks as linguistic test subjects

Question: How does an LSTM language model use its long-distance 
contexts?

Method: Modify the test set to remove long contexts, or replace them with 
longer words. Evaluate whether the LM perplexity changes.

[Khandelwal et al., 2018]
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Neural networks as linguistic test subjects

Method: Modify the test set to remove long contexts, or replace them with 
longer words. Evaluate whether the LM perplexity changes.

[Khandelwal et al., 2018]

Shuffling the order of the context 
further than 5 words away 
increases loss, so the LM cares 
about word order past 5 words.

Shuffling the word order of the 
context further than 50 words away 
doesn’t increase loss, so the LM 
treats words 50-250 effectively as a 
bag-of-words.
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Neural networks as linguistic test subjects

Question: Do LMs memorize factual relations?
Method:  

[Petroni et al., 2019]

Check if most likely word under the LM is a 
correct answer.
Eval: % of these relations for which this holds.
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Neural networks as linguistic test subjects

Question: Do LMs memorize factual relations?
Evaluation:   

[Khandelwal et al., 2018]

Baseline: Return word that 
shows up most with the 
subject (Dante) and the 
relation (born in) 

BERT-base and BERT-large: 
memorize a surprising 
number of facts
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Viewing model studies as network analysis

Question: What is necessary, or even good, about my network design?
Method: Make targeted model changes; observe validation accuracy
 
Ex: The Transformer interleaves self-attention with feed-forward layers

[Press et al., 2019]

18.40 PPL

self-attention
feed-forward

START/
input END/

output
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Viewing model studies as network analysis

Question: What is necessary, or even good, about my network design?
Method: Make targeted model changes; observe validation accuracy
 
Ex: The Transformer interleaves self-attention with feed-forward layers

[Press et al., 2019]

18.40 PPL

17.96 PPL

But what if we re-ordered them?

(Better!)
Bunch of self-attention Bunch of feed-forward 24
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Analysis of “interpretable” architectures

Some architectures have components that lend themselves to inspection
Example: Try to characterize each attention head of BERT.

Attention head 1 of layer 1

Not just on this sentence, but 
on most sentences, this head 
demonstrates a behavior like 
this.

[Clark et al., 2019]
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Analysis of “interpretable” architectures

Some architectures have components that lend themselves to inspection
Example: Try to characterize each attention head of BERT.

[Clark et al., 2019]
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Analysis of “interpretable” architectures

Some architectures have components that lend themselves to inspection
Example: Try to characterize each attention head of BERT.

[Clark et al., 2019]

Qualitative Model 
behavior 

Interpretation + 
Quantitative Analysis
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Analysis of “interpretable” architectures

Some architectures have components that lend themselves to inspection
Example: Try to characterize each attention head of BERT.

[Clark et al., 2019]

Qualitative Model 
behavior 

Interpretation + 
Quantitative Analysis
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Understanding representations by inspection

Are individual hidden units in recurrent neural networks interpretable?

[Karpathy et al., 2016]
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Understanding representations by inspection

Are individual hidden units in recurrent neural networks interpretable?

[Karpathy et al., 2016]
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Understanding representations by inspection

Are individual hidden units in recurrent neural networks interpretable?

[Lakretz et al., 2019]

Interpretation: this LSTM cell unit fires approximately 
between a subject and its verb
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Understanding models by breaking them

Question: Are our models robust to innocuous changes in their input?
By robust, in this case we mean their outputs do not change.

[Jia et al., 2019]

The performance of this QA 
model on this input looks good!
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answer.
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Understanding models by breaking them

Question: Are our models robust to innocuous changes in their input?
By robust, in this case we mean their outputs do not change.

[Jia et al., 2019]

The performance of this QA 
model on this input looks good!

This sentence is irrelevant; 
adding it does not change the 
answer.

But it changes the model’s 
prediction :( 

Interpretation: model is not 
really working 
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Understanding models by breaking them

Question: Are our models robust to innocuous changes in their input?

[Ribeiro et al., 2018]

The performance of this QA 
model on this input looks good!

This typo is annoying, but a 
reasonable language learner 
would be robust to it.

Changing what has to what’s 
should never change the 
answer!
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Understanding models by breaking them

Question: Are our models robust to typos or noise in their input?

[Belinkov and Bisk, 2018]
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Understanding models by breaking them

Question: Are our models robust to typos or noise in their input?

[Belinkov and Bisk, 2018]

Humans
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Understanding models by breaking them

Question: Are our models robust to typos or noise in their input?

[Belinkov and Bisk, 2018]

Just 1 data point/meme, but interpretation: humans are!

Humans
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Understanding models by breaking them

Question: Are our models robust to typos or noise in their input?

[Belinkov and Bisk, 2018]

BLEU on clean text
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Understanding models by breaking them

Question: Are our models robust to typos or noise in their input?

[Belinkov and Bisk, 2018]

BLEU on clean text BLEU on data with 
noise like we just saw

BLEU on data with natural 
noise (real misspellings, +)
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Understanding representations by probing

Hypothesis: 
Neural models, especially large ones like BERT, perform well without any 
explicit linguistic supervision in part because they learn similar notions 
themselves.

Question:
Do neural networks’ internal representations encode linguistic notions of 
structure, like parts-of-speech, dependency trees, named entities?

[Lakretz et al., 2019]
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[Hewitt and Liang, 2019]
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[Hewitt and Liang, 2019]
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[Hewitt and Liang, 2019]
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(Don’t fine-tune the model while doing this!)

[Hewitt and Liang, 2019]
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Understanding representations by probing

[Liu et al., 2019; table cropped]

Interpretation 1: BERT’s representations, when used as features for a linear classifier, lead to high 
accuracy on linguistic tasks; this is evidence that BERT makes these properties linearly accessible.

Interpretation 2: BERT-large seems to perform better than BERT-base, indicating that it may learn better 
representations of linguistic properties.
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Understanding representations by probing

[Liu et al., 2019; figure cropped]

Interpretation: BERT makes 
linguistic properties most 
accessible in middle layers
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Understanding representations by probing

[Hewitt and Manning, 2019]

Question: Can we ask questions about structure in neural representations?

A neural (vector) representation A structured linguistic representation
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Understanding representations by probing

[Hewitt and Manning, 2019]

Let’s walk through a whole analysis paper, step-by-step
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More visualizations of structural probe



106[Reif et al., 2019]



107[Reif et al., 2019]



Probing results can be hard to interpret

[Hewitt and Liang, 2019]

Supervised classifiers are powerful even when simple, and it can be unclear 
what you’re learning about the representation itself.

You can learn good classifiers on top of lots of representations.
How do we know what a probing accuracy means?
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Aggregating analyses in surveys and toolkits
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Each analysis paper asks a very specific question.
How do we ask, what does the field currently know about BERT?
Answer: meta-studies compiling results



Aggregating analyses in surveys and toolkits
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How do we ask, what can I easily find out about my model?
Answer: interpretability toolkits!



Takeaways
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Neural models are complex, fascinating objects that we don’t currently 
understand, but we’re making strides to understand them better!

A wide variety of analysis methods have been developed, for:
- Understanding a model’s behavior on specific phenomena
- Understanding what a model learns about a topic or task
- Understanding what seemingly innocuous input changes make a model 

fail
- Many other things, with more coming every day!

These methods can be integrated into your future NLP projects!


